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Building a course

You can embed anything into your course that has a secure html5 
output (https://) Here are some examples of tools that might be of 
interest:

Adding an activity into your course is a great way to allow 
learners to see if they’ve understood a topic they’ve been 
learning about, or to explore a concept in more depth.  

Embeddable 
items

Activities See Create an activity.

See Embedding interactive 
resources.

If you need any assistance when building your course simply click on the chat/help function in iQualify  
(bottom right hand corner in build). Let us know what you are trying to achieve and we can help find a solution.
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• H5P – Create a range of interactive activities.

• Tolks – Create a conversation with animated talking heads.

• Inklewriter – Create an interactive story.

• Twine – Create branching scenarios for decision-making.

• Geogebra – Create manipulable graphical representations and mathematical relationships.

• Padlet and/or Twiddla– Give learners a blank canvas to collaborate.

• Quizlet – Create sets of flashcards that can be used in different game options.

• Infogram – Create interactive charts, graphs, and infographic posters.

https://intercom.help/iqualify/authoring-with-build/types-of-content/create-an-activity
https://intercom.help/iqualify/authoring-with-build/importing-existing-content/embedding-interactive-resources
https://intercom.help/iqualify/authoring-with-build/importing-existing-content/embedding-interactive-resources
https://h5p.org/
https://tolks.io/
https://www.inklestudios.com/inklewriter/
https://twinery.org/
https://www.geogebra.org/
http://www.padlet.com/
http://www.twiddla.com/
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
https://infogram.com/
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Adding video content into your course in addition to, or instead of, text can make the 
course more engaging. Videos can simplify learning that may be difficult to describe using 
just words, for example a video may be useful to demonstrate how to complete a specific 
task or procedure. 

You can either source pre-existing videos, or record and add your own videos. Videos 
need to be uploaded to YouTube or Vimeo then embedded into iQualify. 

Be sure you have the rights to use any video you embed into your course. 

Videos

See Adding a video.

If you need any assistance when building your course simply click on the chat/help function in iQualify  
(bottom right hand corner in build). Let us know what you are trying to achieve and we can help find a solution.
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Adding images and infographic to your courses can make 
them more engaging and help to break up the text.

There are many free infographic tools on the web you can 
use, such as Google Charts or Canva, and, if you haven’t got 
your own images to use you there are lots of photo libraries 
online you can subscribe to, or you can use the free Google 
image search and filter it for reuse.

Images and infographics
See Add an image or slideshow to a unit.

https://intercom.help/iqualify/authoring-with-build/types-of-content/add-a-video-to-a-unit
https://intercom.help/iqualify/authoring-with-build/types-of-content/add-an-image-or-slideshow-to-a-unit

